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• Advanced 3D paw imprint reconstructiong






















• Fisher’s exact test
• Pattern recognition using machine learning algorithms
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iKMS V1.1 central acquisition unit




















Greyhounds on the bends
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Maximum constant galloping speed 
possible for greyhounds
R Bend
g Acceleration due to gravity
Track’s coefficient of static 
friction
! Cross fall of the track
v Greyhounds maximum 
constant speed
Forces acting on a greyhound on the bend front view
Greyhound’s weight
Greyhound’s centre of gravity
Centrifugal force
Friction from the ground ("#) 
/ ground’s shear strength  
≈ 57° greyhound’s lean  
Reference frame
Track cross fall (!) ≈ 7.9% (4.5°)
Normal force from the ground





















What can be done for cross falls at the tracks
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Mt Gambier track 
surface grades design 
drawing 5135 by GRSA 
UTS cross fall 
configuration 
(Option A)




























Part transition (P) 







Straight to bend path with proper Euler transition
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Hypothetical track design with minimal 
centrifugal acceleration jerk (plan view)
Greyhound run video for hypothetical track with minimal 
centrifugal acceleration jerk (greyhound view)
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TRACK DESIGN INVESTIGATION









New boxes alignment (proposed)
Starting boxes realignment options 
for 400 m start
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TRACK DESIGN INVESTIGATION
Mt Gambier starting box alignment
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Maximum transitional rate of rotation
Boxes alignment for 
distance start
Rate of rotation (rad/s)
Existing 512 m 2.63
Improved 512 m 1.73
Old boxes alignment
New improved boxes alignment
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TRACK DESIGN INVESTIGATION
Alternative design options for Tweed Heads
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Tweed Heads track design proposed by club
Tweed Heads design developed by UTS
Track design Jerk magnitude 
(m/s3)
Alternative design Option C 0.42
Alternative design Option B 0.72
Alternative design Option D 1.1





Alternative design options for Tweed Heads
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Tweeds Head proposed design by UTS
Tweeds Head proposed design by UTS with 
extended straight start









COM trajectory line of hind-leg in quadrupedal 
galloping of 3 DOF SLIP model and real data
Ground reaction forces in quadrupedal galloping 





Impact attenuation surface test rig (Clegg hammer)
Load-deformation cycles for  
synthetic rubber terrain for 
impact velocities of 2.4 to 3.4 
m/s.
Load-deformation cycles for  
synthetic grass terrain for 











ADVANCED 3D PAW IMPRINT RECONSTRUCTION
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Ø Paw imprints can be seen as an objective measurement of track surface properties
Ø It is hypothesised that optimum paw imprint will allow standardisation of current track 
surface analysis techniques such as penetrometer, moisture and impact testing
Ø Print shape and depth may be correlated with variables such as compaction and 
moisture content
Ø Change of surface preparation philosophy: Instead of changing variables to chase 
performance the greyhound racing industry chooses the performance and change the 
variables accordingly
Ø Analysis may concluded that different surfacing properties are required where the 
greyhounds are subjected to different forces ie bend and straight may require different 
sand, moisture and/or preparation to optimise the performance
Ø Additionally, paw imprint reconstruction allows analysis of previously unobtainable stride, 
gait and surface information
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Ø Should one of the greyhound industry’s goals be to write and publish a joint Australian 
and New Zealand Standard?
Ø Scope of this Standard would be to specify the minimum safety requirements for 
greyhound race and trialing track design?
Ø A joint national Standard would codify the requirements for greyhound safety and welfare 
in a transparent manner while allowing the public input into the process
Ø Standards Australia and New Zealand would require consensus from a broad spectrum 
of organisations
Ø Standards Australia and New Zealand would require the draft Standard to go through a   
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• AI and machine learning to identify sources of injuries and design optimised tracks
• Dynamics measurement
• Refine iKMS device and associated software
• Racing simulation software
• Using actual race data train software to identify dog behaviour such inside and outside runners
• Greyhound biomechanical simulation 
• A complete cycle of a galloping greyhounds will be modeled
• Track surface analysis
• LIDAR to map paw prints coupled with the dynamic properties of the sand to optimise surface
• Greyhound position tracking
• GPS device to accurately track greyhound location from cradle to rehoming
Thank
You
